
SB ALL YOUTH BASKETBALL LEAGUE 

All SB players are invited to join a team in our first annual AYBL fall season. Leagues will run 
separately for the following age groups: 8U, 10U, 12U, 15U and 19U. All players who wish to 
join a team must be registered with Steady Buckets  

What makes this different from past years is the “A” in AYBL. This year, all SB teams will be 
coached, refereed and score kept by participants of our Young Leaders Program (For more info 
on YLP, go back to the website and click the link for YLP). Games and practices will be 
supervised by adult SB coaches, to ensure safety and quality, but our Young Leaders will be 
responsible for running the leagues themselves.  

This approach, of using near-peer coaches, addresses a common flaw in youth sports; that the 
most important jobs (the ones with the most power and the loudest voices) are reserved for 
adults. SB’s AYBL aims to return these positions of influence to the young people who our 
program aims to serve. By tasking our Youth Leaders to run our instructional leagues we hope 
to create a youth basketball utopia of the children, for the children and by the children.  

Adding the AYBL into the SB curriculum works on a number of levels and supports one of SB’s 
driving ideals of keeping our youth actively participating through their high school years. 
Research shows that 70% of youth athlete quit by age 13 and studies show that the 
overwhelming reason is the pressure and stress brought into the game by adults (mostly 
coaches and parents). By returning ownership of youth basketball to our players, we hope to 
keep all kids focused on the two most important parts of team sports participation: health and 
happiness.  

We hope you’ll join us in tipping-off this exciting new program by attending an evaluation day, 
joining a team and staying patient as our young leaders develop the skills they need to run a 
successful league. I look forward to seeing this utopian vision of youth sports become a reality 
and seeing what is possible if we adults get out of the way let the kids play!  

 


